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SESSION 1
10:05 AM – 11:05 AM
Cloud Security – Detecting Digital Dangers

Robert Brzezinski, MBA,
CISA, CISM, CHPS
Principal
Bizwitt

Cloud solutions are no longer just a Shadow IT, they became a Main Street
IT, as business users push for Cloud solutions adoption to improve systems
scalability, agility and potentially cost efficiencies. What to look for when
selecting Cloud Service Provider? Can cloud solutions improve
organization's security and/or audit capabilities? This presentation is an
overview of Microsoft Office 365 / Azure security and compliance, and
Azure security tools functionality that help manage information privacy,
security and compliance risks. For some organizations adopting email or
other cloud solutions and creating visibility into these cloud environments is
a challenge. Office 365 and Azure security tools are robust, innovative and
not yet well know, and they address questions around audit and security
visibility into cloud resources. Microsoft Trust Center, Office 365 Security
and Compliance, data and identity protection and Azure log analytics
security features and reporting will be reviewed to help business / technical
audience understand some of the Microsoft Cloud features providing
systems' visibility, auditability and security.
Audience will be able to learn about and compare Office 365 / Azure
system's visibility, security and compliance capabilities with other Cloud
Service Providers offerings/ solutions to make best decision for their
organization.

Session Break: 11:05 AM – 11:15 AM
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SESSION 2
11:15 AM – 12:15 PM
Incident Response for Cloud Services – Swimming in the Compliance
Alphabet Soup

Tom Cignarella
Director, Security
Coordination Center
Adobe

GDPR, NIS, CCPA, CSL…. What does it all mean?!? We in security now live in an age
of Alphabet Soup with security, privacy, and related breach regulations from around
the world that are constantly evolving. In addition to, or as a result of, this evolution, the
lines between security and privacy incidents are increasingly blurred. Over the years,
Adobe has handled security incidents that have had privacy implications, but the
changing regulatory landscape has made the process more complicated. And, without
a proper understanding of all the regulations, the handling of these incidents is scarier
than ever. As security professionals, we bring in the privacy experts to provide
guidance on proper handling of incidents involving personal information. They are our
eyes and ears in an ever-changing regulatory landscape. The interplay between
security and privacy is not lost on our customers and, as a result, our customer
relationships are best served when all are swimming in synchrony.
This session will discuss how we keep everything working as one even through
ongoing organizational changes - teams that were one, then split, but how they have
continued to keep the relationship fully above water - leveraging each team’s strengths
to constantly deliver what our customers expect from us.
Key Learnings:
•
•
•

How to make sure your incident response function is prepared for the
onslaught.
How to keep your security and privacy teams functioning as one from the point
of view of the customer.
What to build out in terms of processes, communication protocols, and
responsibilities to ensure information sharing is ongoing and responses to
issues are in sync and always keep the customer in mind.

Session Break: 12:15 PM – 12:25 PM
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SESSION 3
12:25 PM – 1:25 PM
Cloud Security Myth Busting - Separating Fact from Fiction
In this session, we will dive into 8 cloud security myths and expose
what is real and what is not.
Fasten your seatbelts as this will be an entertaining, educational and
empowering conversation that will give you takeaways to act upon
immediately.

Ashwin Krishnan
COO
UberKnowledge

SESSION 4
1:25 PM – 2:00 PM

Interactive Panel Discussion

